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Three Approaches to Dreams
In one of the greatest transformations in all 
literature, Joseph moves in a single bound 
from prisoner to Prime Minister. What was it 
about Joseph – a complete outsider to 
Egyptian culture, a “Hebrew,” a man who had
been languishing in jail on a false charge of 
attempted rape – that marked him out as a 
leader of the greatest empire of the ancient 
world?

Joseph had three gifts that many have in 
isolation but few in combination. The first is 
that he dreamed dreams. Initially we do not 
know whether his two adolescent dreams – 
of his brothers’ sheaves bowing down to his, 
and of the sun, moon and eleven stars 
bowing down to him – are a genuine 

presentiment of future greatness, or merely 
the overactive imagination of a spoiled child 
with delusions of grandeur.

Only in this week’s parsha of Mikketz do we 
discover a vital piece of information that has 
been withheld from us until now. Joseph says
to Pharaoh, who has also had two dreams: 
“The reason the dream was given to Pharaoh
in two forms is that the matter has been 
firmly decided by God, and God will do it 
soon” (Gen. 41:32). Only in retrospect do we 
realise that Joseph’s double dream was a 
sign that this too was no mere imagining. 
Joseph really was destined to be a leader to 
whom his family would bow down.

Second, like Sigmund Freud many centuries 
years later, Joseph had a gift for interpreting 
the dreams of others. He did so for the butler 
and baker in prison and, in this week’s 
parsha, for Pharaoh. His interpretations were
neither magical nor miraculous. In the case 
of the butler and baker he remembered that 
in three days’ time it would be Pharaoh’s 
birthday (Gen. 40:20). It was the custom of 
rulers to make a feast on their birthday and 
decide the fate of certain individuals (in 
Britain, the Queen’s birthday honours 
continue this tradition). It was reasonable 
therefore to assume that the butler’s and 
baker’s dreams related to this event and their

unconscious hopes and fears.1

In the case of Pharaoh’s dreams, Joseph 
may have known ancient Egyptian traditions 
about seven-year famines. Nahum Sarna 
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quotes an Egyptian text from the reign of 
King Djoser (ca. twenty-eighth century BCE):

I was in distress on the Great Throne, and 
those who are in the palace were in heart’s 
affliction from a very great evil, since the Nile 
had not come in my time for a space of 
seven years. Grain was scant, fruits were 
dried up, and everything which they eat was 

short.2

Joseph’s most impressive achievement, 
though, was his third gift, the ability to 
implement dreams, solving the problem of 
which they were an early warning. No sooner
had he told of a seven-year famine then he 
continued, without pause, to provide a 
solution:

“Now let Pharaoh look for a discerning and 
wise man and put him in charge of the land 
of Egypt. Let Pharaoh appoint 
commissioners over the land to take a fifth of 
the harvest of Egypt during the seven years 
of abundance. They should collect all the 
food of these good years that are coming and
store up the grain under the authority of 
Pharaoh, to be kept in the cities for food. This
food should be held in reserve for the 
country, to be used during the seven years of
famine that will come upon Egypt, so that the
country may not be ruined by the famine.” 
(Gen. 41:33-36)

We have seen Joseph the brilliant 
administrator before, both in Potiphar’s 
house and in the prison. It was this gift, 
demonstrated at precisely the right time, that 
led to his appointment as Viceroy of Egypt.

From Joseph, therefore, we learn three 
principles. The first is: dream dreams. Never 
be afraid to let your imagination soar. When 
people come to me for advice about 
leadership, I tell them to give themselves the 
time and space and imagination to dream. In 
dreams we discover our passion, and 
following our passion is the best way to live a

rewarding life.3

Dreaming is often thought to be impractical. 
Not so; it is one of the most practical things 
we can do. There are people who spend 
months planning a holiday but not even a day
planning a life. They let themselves be 
carried by the winds of chance and 
circumstance. That is a mistake. The Sages 
said, “Wherever [in the Torah] we find the 
word vayehi, ‘And it came to pass,’ it is 

always the prelude to tragedy.”4 A vayehi life 
is one in which we passively let things 
happen. A yehi (“Let there be”) life is one in 
which we make things happen, and it is our 
dreams that give us direction.

Theodor Herzl, to whom more than any other
person we owe the existence of the state of 
Israel, used to say, “If you will it, it is no 
dream.” I once heard a wonderful story from 
Eli Wiesel. There was a time when Sigmund 
Freud and Theodore Herzl lived in the same 
district of Vienna. “Fortunately,” he said, “they
never met. Can you imagine what would 
have happened had they met? Theodore 
Herzl would have said: ‘I have a dream of a 
Jewish state.’ Freud would have replied: ‘Tell 
me, Herr Herzl, how long have you been 
having this dream? Lie down on my couch, 
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and I will psychoanalyse you.’ Herzl would 
have been cured of his dreams and today 
there would be no Jewish state.” Fortunately, 
the Jewish people have never been cured of 
their dreams.

The second principle is that leaders interpret 
other people’s dreams. They articulate the 
inchoate. They find a way of expressing the 
hopes and fears of a generation. Martin 
Luther King Jr.’s “I have a dream” speech 
was about taking the hopes of Black 
Americans and giving them wings. It was not 
Joseph’s dreams that made him a leader; it 
was Pharaoh’s. Our own dreams give us 
direction; it is other people’s dreams that give
us opportunity.

The third principle is: find a way to implement
dreams. First see the problem, then find a 
way of solving it. The Kotzker Rebbe once 
drew attention to a difficulty in Rashi’s writing.
Rashi (Ex. 18:1) says that Yitro was given the
name Yeter (meaning, “he added”) because 
“he added a passage to the Torah beginning 
[with the words], “Choose from among the 
people ...” (Ex. 18:21).This occurred when 
Yitro saw Moses leading alone and told him 
that what he was doing was not good: he 
would wear himself and the people to 
exhaustion. Therefore he should choose 
good people and delegate much of the 
burden of leadership to them.

The Kotzker pointed out that the passage 
that Yitro added to the Torah did not begin, 
“Choose from among the people.” It began 
several verses earlier when he said, “What 
you are doing is not good.” (Ex. 18:17) The 

answer the Kotzker gave was simple. Saying 
“What you are doing is not good” is not an 
addition to the Torah – it is merely stating a 
problem. The addition consisted in the 
solution: delegating.

Good leaders either are, or surround 
themselves with, problem-solvers. It is easy 
to see when things are going wrong. What 
makes a leader is the ability to find a way of 
putting them right. Joseph’s genius lay not in 
predicting seven years of plenty followed by 
seven years of famine, but in devising a 
system of storage that would ensure food 
supplies in the lean and hungry years.

Dream dreams; understand and articulate the
dreams of others; and find ways of turning a 
dream into a reality – these three gifts are 
leadership, the Joseph way.

QUESTIONS (AROUND THE SHABBAT 
TABLE)

1. Dream dreams: How big are the ideas 
you dream up for your life? 

2. Understand the dreams of others: Do 
you ever listen to other people’s 
aspirations, and help them to visualise
them more clearly? 

3. Find ways of transforming them: How 
can you turn these dreams into 
realities? 

NOTES

1. Ibn Ezra 40:12 and Bechor Shor 40:12 both make this 
suggestion. 

2. Nahum Sarna, Understanding Genesis, New York, 
Schocken, 1966, 219. 

3. One of the classic texts on this subject is Ken Robinson, 
The Element: How Finding Your Passion Changes 
Everything (New York: Penguin Books, 2009). 
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4. Megillah 10b. 

Joseph as "Yehosef"
Parshat Miketz begins with Joseph 
languishing in prison in Egypt. He has been 
forgotten by his would-be savior, the 
reinstated servant of Pharaoh. Now Pharaoh 
dreams a frightening dream. Joseph is 
summoned and offers sage advice. Pharaoh 
is enthralled with his new advisor:

And the thing was good in the 
eyes of Pharaoh, and in the eyes 
of all his servants. And Pharaoh 
said to his servants, "Can we find 
such a one as this is, a man in 
whom is the spirit of God?" And 
Pharaoh said to Joseph, "For as 
much as God has shown you all 
this, there is none so discreet and 
wise as you are. You shall be over 
my house, and according to your 
word shall all my people be ruled. 
Only in the throne will I be greater 
than you."

And Pharaoh said to Joseph, 
"See, I have set you over all the 
land of Egypt." And Pharaoh took 
off his ring from his hand, and put 
it upon Joseph's hand, and 
arrayed him in cloaks of fine linen, 

and put a gold chain about his 
neck. And he made him to ride in 
his second chariot; and they cried 
before him, "Bow the knee," and 
he made him ruler over all the land
of Egypt. And Pharaoh said to 
Joseph, "I am Pharaoh, and 
without you shall no man lift up his
hand or foot in all the land of 
Egypt." (Genesis 41:37-44)

CHALLENGE TO JOSEPH
Joseph now finds himself sovereign over 
Egypt. We can appreciate how the displaced 
advisors in Egypt must have felt about him. 
The Talmud tells us of the challenge they put 
forth to Pharaoh concerning the former slave,
Joseph:

Rabbi Hiyya ben Abba said in the 
name of Rabbi Johanan: "At the 
moment when Pharaoh said to 
Joseph, And without thee shall no 
man lift up his hand, Pharaoh's 
astrologers exclaimed: 'Wilt thou 
set in power over us a slave whom
his master bought for twenty 
pieces of silver!' He replied to 
them, 'discern in him royal 
characteristics.' They said to him, 
'in that case he must be 
acquainted with the seventy 
languages.' Angel Gabriel came 
and taught [Joseph] the seventy 
languages, but he could not learn 
them. Thereupon [Gabriel] added 
to his name a letter from the Name
of the Holy One, blessed be He, 
and he learnt [the languages]..." 
(Sotah 36b)
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According to the Talmudic passage, Joseph 
received two things from the angel Gabriel – 
mastery over seventy languages, and an 
additional letter to his name. Both of these 
ideas are based on exegesis of a verse in 
Psalms:

Sing aloud to God our strength; 
make a joyful noise to the God of 
Jacob. Raise a song, and beat the
tambourine, the sweet lyre with 
the harp. Blow a shofar on the 
New Moon ... For this is a statute 
for Israel, an ordinance of the God
of Jacob. This he ordained in 
Yehosef (Joseph) for a testimony, 
when he went out over the land of 
Egypt. I heard a language I had 
not known. I removed the burden 
from his shoulder ... You called in 
trouble, and I saved you; I 
answered you in the secret place 
of thunder; I tested you at the 
waters of Meribah. Selah. (Psalms
81)

The verse refers to Yehosef, that is, Yosef 
with an extra heh. Furthermore, the verse 
refers to his having heard a language I had 
not known. These two ideas are combined in 
the Talmud, producing the concept of Joseph 
being taught this information by the angel 

Gabriel.1

NAME CHANGE
Joseph's name change is not as famous as 
the changing of Abraham's name, but it does 
seem to have repercussions in both Jewish 
thought and law.

The Midrash explains the origins of the 
addition to Joseph's name as related to a 
previous episode, the spurning of the 
seductive advances of the Potiphar's wife:

There were three who fled from 
transgression and with whom the 
Holy One, blessed be He, united 
His name. They are: Joseph, Yael,
and Palti. How do we know it of 
Joseph? Because it says, He 
appointed it in Yehosef for a 
testimony. What is the implication 
of the expression Yehosef? God 
testifies in regard to him that he 
did not touch Potiphar's wife. 
(Midrash Rabbah - Leviticus 
23:10)

Joseph's allegiance to God brought about a 
merger, reflected in the change of Joseph's 
name. The new form, Yehosef, serves as an 
ongoing testimony to his fidelity. This 
association between the name Yehosef and 
his rejection of Potiphar's wife, allows us 
further insight into another passage in the 
Talmud, commenting on Genesis 39:11:

[When Potiphar's wife] caught him 
by his garment, at that moment his
father's image came and appeared
to him through the window and 
said: "Joseph, thy brothers will 
have their names inscribed upon 
the stones of the ephod and thine 
amongst theirs. Is it your wish to 
have your name expunged from 
amongst theirs and be called an 
associate of harlots?" (As it is 
written: He that keeps company 
with harlots wastes his 
substance.) (Sotah 36b)
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Joseph's "super-ego" motivates him to reject 
the carnal advances, but the specific 
connection with the ephod seems obscure. 
So many other expressions of Joseph's 
solidarity with, or isolation from, his brothers 
could have been mustered.

THE EPHOD
The context of the passage is a Talmudic 
discussion of the ephod, which, we are told, 
is inscribed with exactly 50 letters:

The High Priest had two precious 
stones on his shoulders, one on 
this side and one on the other 
side; upon them were inscribed 
the names of the twelve tribes, six 
on one stone and six on the other, 
as it is said: Six of their names on 
the one stone, [and the names of 
the six that remain on the other 
stone, according to their birth]. 
[This indicates that] the second six
were to be according to their birth, 
but the first six were not to be 
according to their birth; because 
[the name of] Judah came first, 
and there were fifty letters, twenty-
five on each stone. (Sotah 36b)

In order to make the equation work, one 

suggestion in the Talmud2 is that Joseph's 
name needs another letter:

[It was stated above that on the 
stones of the ephod] were fifty 
letters; but there were fifty less 
one! Rabbi Isaac said: "One letter 
was added to the name of Joseph,
as it is said: He appointed it in 
Yehosef for a testimony, when he 

went out over the land of Egypt." 
(Sotah 36b)

Had Joseph sinned, he would have been 
rejected, excluded from the totality of the 
Twelve Tribes, and his name would not have 
appeared on the ephod. By retaining his 
purity, Joseph received an extra letter which 
serves as eternal testimony to his 
righteousness.

The starting point of the discussion in the 
Talmud actually concerned not the ephod, 

but the rite performed on Mount Grizim3 and 
Mount Eval:

What does the phrase "and the 
half of them" mean? Rabbi 
Kahana said: "As they were 
divided here [on the mountains] so
were they divided on the stones of
the ephod." (Sotah 36b)

The ephod is introduced into the discussion 
here because of the similar division of the 
tribes. The Talmud describes the events of 
the day:

After that they brought the stones, 
built the altar, and plastered it with 
plaster, and inscribed thereon all 
the words of the Torah in seventy 
languages ... Then they sacrificed 
burnt-offerings and peace-
offerings, ate and drank and 
rejoiced, pronounced the 
blessings and the curses, packed 
up the stones, and came and 
lodged in Gilgal ... And those 
twelve stones, which they took 
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[out of the Jordan, did Joshua set 
up in Gilgal] (Sotah 36b)

SPEECH
In order to understand the intrinsic 
connection between these ideas we must 
explore the nature of speech and the 
purpose of language. When man is created, 
he is endowed with numerous capabilities, as
the Torah recounts:

And the Lord God formed man of 
the dust of the ground, and 
breathed into his nostrils the 
breath of life; and man became a 
living soul. (Genesis 2:7)

The Targum expands on this, and explains 
that man was endowed with speech. The 
breath of God with which man was animated 
gave him the capacity of speech. Evidently, 
the purpose of speech is for man to manifest 
the image of God with which he is endowed. 
Yet Genesis goes on to tell so many tales of 
individual and collective failure, that at times 
it seems the image of God within man has 

become tarnished.4 One such event was the 
rebellion waged by the generation of the 
Tower of Babel.

And the Lord said, "Behold, the 
people are one, and they have all 
one language; and this they begin 
to do; and now nothing will be 
restrained from them, which they 
have schemed to do. Come, let us
go down, and confuse their 
language, that they may not 
understand one another's speech."
So the Lord scattered them 

abroad from there upon the face of
all the earth; and they left off the 
building of the city. Therefore is 
the name of it called Babel; 
because there the Lord confused 
the language of all the earth; and 
from there did the Lord scatter 
them abroad upon the face of all 
the earth. (Genesis 11:6-9)

In the wake of this sin, man, who still 
possessed the ability to speak, lost the ability
to communicate. The very essence of man 
seems to suffer due to this failure. 
Generations later, Joseph, who has God's 
name as a part of his person, is the first 
individual who is able to reach back to the 
point before this sin, when man was still able 
to communicate, when man's soul was still 
directly in touch with his mission.

MASTER OF LANGUAGE
This is what the Sages convey in the 
gemara: Joseph masters language. Joseph, 
who had been wrenched from his people, 
from his language, found himself in a 
depraved, alien society. Instead of confusion 
or crisis, Joseph is imbued with Divinity. He is
able to speak clearly, and to communicate.

Ironically, the Zohar explains the origin of 
Joseph's greatness:

Come and see, at the moment 
when the wife of Potifar grabbed 
him, Joseph made believe that he 
did not understand her language...
(Zohar Pinchas 213b)
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Joseph's reward for this feigned ignorance 
which in part saved him from sin was the 
mastery of all language. We might trace this 
idea to the commandment that the Jews, 
upon entering the Land of Israel, were to 
write the words of the Torah:

Therefore it shall be when you 
have gone over the Jordan, that 
you shall set up these stones, 
which I command you this day, on 
Mount Eval, and you shall plaster 
them with plaster ... And you shall 
write upon the stones all the words
of this Torah very clearly. (Deut. 
27:4-8)

The Mishna explains:

...built the altar and plastered it 
with plaster, and inscribed thereon
all the words of the Torah in 
seventy languages, as it is said, 
very clearly. (Sotah 32a)

The Torah must be taught in every language 
in order to bring the world to the point of 
clarity and communication.

Joseph was the first to set out from his home 
and become submerged in alien culture. 
Unlike Abraham, who remained on the fringe 
of society and taught morality to individuals, 
Joseph was positioned in the highest 
echelons of the most powerful empire of his 
day, under constant scrutiny, constantly 
compared and contrasted with the society at 
large. Despite this challenge, Joseph 
maintained holiness and purity on a personal 
level. Despite being pulled by his garments 

toward a spiritual abyss, Joseph displayed 
greatness.

Our vision of the future is closely intertwined 
with this very aspect of Joseph's greatness: 
In the future, the confusion in the world will 
end. People will speak one language, and 
the words of Torah will be universally 
understood:

For then I will convert the peoples 
to a clear language, that they may 
all call upon the name of the Lord, 
to serve him with one accord. 
(Zephania 3:9)

On that day, the peoples of the world will 
once again grab onto the clothing of the 
Jews; not in an attempt to corrupt, but, this 
time, in a search for God:

Thus says the Lord of Hosts: In 
those days it shall come to pass, 
that ten men from the nations of 
every language shall take hold of 
the robe of a Jew, saying, "We will 
go with you; for we have heard 
that God is with you." (Zecharia 
8:23)
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Torah Teasers Mikeitz
1. What in this parsha occurs after "two 
years"? What else in the book of Genesis 
occurs after "two years"? (2 answers)

Pharaoh has his dreams two years after 
Yosef interprets the dreams of the butler and 
baker (Genesis 41:1). In Genesis 11:10, 
Noah's son Shem has a son, Arpashchad, 
two years after the Flood. In Genesis 45:6, 
Yosef tells his brothers that only two years 
have passed in the famine and they all must 
move to Egypt.

2. Which two pieces of jewelry are in this 
parsha?

Pharaoh gives Yosef "his ring" and places "a 
golden chain" upon his neck (Genesis 41:42).

3. Who in this parsha is called a kohen 
(priest)? Who else in the book of Genesis is 
called a kohen?

Poti-Fera, the father-in-law of Yosef, is the 
"the priest of On" (Genesis 41:45). In 
Genesis 14:18, Malkei-Tzedek is called a 
kohen.

4. What in this parsha is compared to sand? 
Where else in the book of Genesis is there a 
comparison to sand? (2 answers)

Yosef gathered so much food that it was as 
numerous "as the sand of the sea" (Genesis 
41:49). In Genesis 22:17, Hashem promises 
Avraham that his offspring will be "like the 
sand on the seashore." In Genesis 32:13, 
Yaakov prays to Hashem to save him from 
Esav, mentioning that Hashem promised to 
make his children as numerous as the sand 
of the sea.

5. What 3 vocations appear in this parsha, 
but nowhere else in the Torah?

Yosef is called the Shalit (ruler/viceroy) and 
the Mashbir (provider) (Genesis 42:6). Later 
on, a Maylitz (interpreter) translates the 
conversation between Yosef and his brothers
(Genesis 42:23).

6. What object appears in this parsha 15 
times, but does not appear anywhere else in 
Tanach?

An amtachat (sack) in which the brothers 
carry back the grain appears 15 times in this 
parsha but nowhere else in Tanach.

7. In what context are different types of nuts 
mentioned?

Pistachios and almonds are part of the gift 
that Yaakov sends to Yosef (Genesis 43:11).

8. How many brothers go down to Egypt the 
first time? How many brothers go down to 
Egypt the second time?

The first time, ten brothers go down to Egypt,
since Yosef was already there and Benyamin
did not go. The second time as well, ten 
brothers go down - although Benyamin went 
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down, Shimon did not, since he was 
imprisoned in Egypt.

9. Who washes his feet in this parsha? 
Where in the book of Genesis are the same 
feet washed - twice in one day?

The brothers wash their feet when arriving at 
the house of Yosef (Genesis 43:24). In 
Genesis 18:4, Avraham tells the angels who 
visit him to wash their feet, and then when 
the angels visit Lot, he too tells them to wash
their feet (Genesis 19:2).

10. Where in this parsha is there a kal 
v'chomer (a fortiori) argument? Where else in
the Torah does a kal v'chomer appear? (3 
answers)

When the brothers are accused of stealing 
Yosef's silver goblet, they respond with a kal 
v'chomer: "The money that we found in our 
sacks, we brought back to you from the Land
of Canaan; so why would we have stolen 
from your master's house any silver or gold?"
(Genesis 44:8). In Exodus 6:12, Moshe says 
to Hashem: "If the Bnei Yisrael did not listen 
to me, how could Pharaoh be expected to 
listen to me?" In Numbers 12:14, Hashem 
says to Moshe: "If a father would spit in his 
daughter's face she would be humiliated for 7
days, so for sure Miriam should be outside 
the camp for 7 days (while stricken with 
tzaras). In Deut. 31:27, Moshe tells the Jews:
"If you rebelled when I was alive, you will 
surely rebel after I die."

Thanking God for Misfortune 
and Deliverance
Rabbeinu Yona writes in Sha'arei Teshuva:

When one receives God's 
chastisement and as a 
consequence improves his ways, 
it is proper for him to rejoice in his 
sufferings, for they brought him 
great benefit, and he should thank 
God for them as he would for 
other successes ... and one who 
truly trusts in God should hope in 
the midst of his distress that the 
darkness will be the cause of his 
light... As our Sages, of blessed 
memory, said, "If I did not fall, I 
could not have arisen; if I had not 
been in darkness, it would not 
have been light for me" (Midrash 
Tehillim 22).

We do not celebrate our salvation alone, but 
also the misfortune and suffering that 
necessitated that salvation. The suffering and
the deliverance are to be seen as one 
indivisible unit. If someone dug a hole in a 
public thoroughfare into which someone else 
fell and broke his legs, he would deserve little
thanks for offering to pay the medical 
expenses. But if a doctor has to break an 
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arm in order to reset it properly, he deserves 
thanks for both the breaking and the 
resetting. So, too, must we recognize God's 
providential hand in our suffering as well as 
our deliverance. 

The Sfas Emes explains that the days of 
Chanukah were designated as days of hallel 
ve'hoda'ah (praise and thanksgiving): hallel 
for the miraculous salvation, and hoda'ah for 
the suffering and misfortune that preceded it. 
Thus in the Al Hanisim prayer that is added 
to Amidah during Chanukah, we not only 
thank God for His miracles, deliverance, and 
mighty acts, but also for the battles. 

The Talmud (Shabbos 13b) says that those 
who composed Megillas Ta'anis (the list of all
the days commemorating miraculous 
deliverances for the Jewish people during the
period of the Second Temple) cherished 
calamities. In other words, only those who 
could appreciate the Divine involvement in 
misfortune could truly place the deliverances 
in their proper perspective. 

Our inability to perceive the Divine in our 
suffering is a result of our limited perspective.
The Talmud (Pesachim 50a) asks on the 
verse, "On that day will God be One and His 
Name One" - "Are God and His Name not 
One now?" The Talmud answers that this 
world is not like the next world. In this world 
we say the blessing, hatov veha'meitiv, on 
good fortune and dayan ha'emes on 
misfortune. But in the World to Come, we will 
say hatov veha'meitiv on everything. In this 
world we write God's name with the letters, 
yud-hey-vov-hay, but we pronounce it as 

Adonoy. In the next world, God's name will 
be read as it is written. 

To explain: In the next world, when we look 
back in hindsight, we will understand that all 
the misfortunes upon which we made the 
blessing dayan ha'emes in this world were 
really for our good, and then we will say 
hatov veha'meitiv retroactively. Similarly, 
God's Name signifies that He transcends 
time - that He was, is and always will be. It is 
a name that connotes mercy, for in the final 
analysis, beyond time, all is for the good. 
Since we are bound by time, however, we 
cannot relate to God's name as it written. 
Rather, we see misfortune and adversity, and
relate to Adonoy - God's name that signifies 
that God masters and guides everything in 
the world, whether it appears to us as good 
or bad. 

Rabbi Shraga Feivel Mendlowitz used to give
the following allegory. When a small child 
draws a person, it is obvious from the start 
that the circle on top is the face, the line 
going down is the body, and the lines 
projecting out are the arms and legs. But 
when a master artist paints a person, he may
start with a stroke of bright red, which to the 
uninitiated viewer appears to ruin the canvas.
Only when the painting is completed, will it 
be obvious why the stroke of red was needed
for contrast. So, too, God is painting a 
masterful panorama of history. As the 
painting develops, there are strokes that we 
see as unnecessary or detrimental. But when
the painting is finished, it will be obvious that 
every stroke was necessary for the perfection
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of the picture. That is what the Talmud means
when it says there is no artist like God 
(Berachos 10a).

When Moses asked God to explain the 
suffering of the righteous and the prosperity 
of the wicked, God responded, "You will see 
My back, but My face, you cannot see," 
(Exodus 33:23). The Ksav Sofer explains: 
"My back - when the world reaches its 
completion, then you will understand in 
hindsight; but My face - with foresight, as the 
events are unfolding, you will not 
comprehend."

We must, says the Talmud, make the 
blessing of dayan ha'emes with the same joy 
that we make the blessing, hatov veha'meitiv.

But if we recognize that all misfortune is 
really for our good, why do we not make 
hatov veha'meitiv on everything that 
happens? The answer is that we must 
function on two levels simultaneously. From 
the standpoint of our physical beings, we are 
bound by time and hence experience 
misfortune as misfortune. What is more, that 
is how God wants us to relate to it. Our 
suffering is comparable to a painful operation
which will cure us of a spiritual malady from 
which we suffer. Although one is happy that 
an operation will result in his ultimate 
recovery, the necessity for the operation and 
the pain it involves is still reason to be 
somber. At the same time, our souls 
transcend time, and therefore inwardly we 
are aware that this misfortune will ultimately 
be revealed as good. This gives us an inner 
joy, even as we cry outwardly. 

The real meaning of the blessing dayan 
ha'emes is not that God is the True Judge, 
but rather that He is the Judge of Truth. Only 
He can determine how the truth will ultimately
be revealed - sometimes it will be in ways 
that are clear, and sometimes in ways that 
are elusive and confusing to us. 

Now we can understand the distinction of 
Nachum Ish Gamzu, so named because he 
responded to every misfortune with the 
words, Gam zu letovah - "this is also for the 
good." But if every Jew is required to believe 
that everything from Heaven is for the good, 
wherein lies Nachum's special distinction? 
The answer is that one is only required to 
acknowledge that from God's standpoint all is
good. Yet one is permitted to react to 
misfortune as misfortune from his own limited
perspective. Nachum, however, actually 
related to misfortune as good, an 
achievement far beyond the requirement. 

My wife once asked me: Why does Parshas 
Mikeitz end in the middle of the story, with 
Binyamin's fate hanging in the balance, 
rather than with Yosef revealing himself? 

The story of Yosef and his brothers, says the 
Chafetz Chaim, contains a good lesson for 
the future. We often imagine that when 
Mashiach comes, days if not weeks will be 
needed to explain the many tragedies of our 
history. But it is not so. With only two words - 
Ani Yosef, "I am Yosef" - Yosef cleared up all 
his brothers' questions. So, too, when God 
reveals Himself and the complete picture of 
the world becomes known, only two words - 
Ani Hashem, "I am God" - will be necessary. 
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The Sages, who divided the weekly Torah 
readings, intentionally ended Mikeitz with a 
cliffhanger - to teach us that although all is 
ultimately for the good, sometimes one must 
wait until "next week" to understand how this 
is so.
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